
Acadia ~ Discovery of Something Rare
Alder ~ Oracular Wisdom
Apple ~ Beauty and Magic
Ash ~ Higher Awareness

Aspen ~ Expansion
Avocado ~ Godliness

Balsam ~ Healing
Bamboo ~ Flexibility
Banana ~ Prosperity 

Beech ~ Patience
Birch ~ Fresh Start

Blackthorn ~ Cleansing
Blue Spruce ~ Pure Intentions

Bonsai ~ Grace
Cedar ~ Rituals

Cherry ~ Good Fortune
Chestnut ~ Long Life

Coconut ~ Inner Worth
Copaiba ~ Vitality

Crab Apple ~ Believing
Cypress ~ Understanding Sacrifice

Dogwood ~ Extreme Joy
Elder ~ Endings and Beginnings

Elm ~ Inner Strength
Eucalyptus ~ Wealth

Fern ~ Guidance
Fig ~ Fulfillment of Dreams

Fir ~ Foresight
Grove of Trees ~ A Sacred Place

Hawthorn ~ Mysticism 

Trees and T heir Meanings
In this technological world, we more often than not, do not pay attention to trees.  And yet they are 
so important to our lives, whether that be in a physical, emotional or spiritual way.  Trees are our 
friends, our neighbors and very often our healers and oracles.  We have much to learn from the 
tree, such as how to grow and stay strong under difficult circumstances, how to help each other, 
how to branch off, how to root well, and how to protect and persevere. They have been so generous 
to us.  Not only do they have spiritual meanings but they have protected our fundamental needs, 
such as shelter, paper, fuel and furniture. However, as basic as that may seem, they are sacred and 
possess great knowledge, having witnessed the rise and fall of many nations and humanity itself.

In truth, human life is but a small fragment of a much larger picture, that patterns itself after the 
existence and life of the tree.  They are our masters, our teachers, our protectors, our nurturers, 
our sustainers and our life-giving breathalysers. On average, one tree produces nearly 260 pounds 
of oxygen each year.  Let us give gratitude, respect and honor to their magnificent contribution 
to this planet and those who dwell upon it.  To know more, there are many books and in-depth 
information concerning the meaning and life of trees.  This was a simple way to bring awareness 

of these beautiful and amazing nature-beings.
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Hazel ~ Hidden Wisdom
Heather ~ Higher Self

Holly ~ Justice
Honeysuckle ~ Secrets
Ivy ~ Self-knowledge

Kiwi ~ Prosperity
Laurel ~ Victory

Lemon ~ Cleansing
Lilac ~ Honesty
Lime ~ Purity

Magnolia ~ Openheartedness
Maple ~ Blessings

Mistletoe ~ Enchantment
Moringa ~ Nourishment

Myrtle ~ Something Everlasting
Oak ~ Strength
Olive ~ Peace

Orange ~ Clarity
Palm ~ Soul Enrichment

Pear ~ Angelic Blessing
Pineapple ~ Hospitality

Pine ~ Balance
Plum ~ Rewards

Ponderosa ~ Timelessness
Poplar ~ Courage

Redwood ~ Ancient Wisdoms
Reed ~ Direct Action
Rowan ~ Protection
Sequoia ~ Long Life

Spindle ~ Enlightenment
Spruce ~ Generosity

Sycamore ~ Receptivity
Vine ~ Prophesy

Walnut ~ Universal Wisdom 
Willow ~ Wishes Fulfilled

Wisteria ~ Love
Yew ~ Rebirth


